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November 29, 2015 AMERICAN CHURCH OR THE CHURCH IN AMERICA?
AMERICAN ADVENT

MARK 16.14-20
Liturgical calendar - the acknowledgment of Jesus’ lordship over everything, including time. The church, the new
humanity, is a culture with its own calendar, shaped according to the pattern of Jesus’ life.

Advent = four week period in which we anticipate the coming of Christ. Different from OC family, but share in the
basic anticipation of God fulfilling all of his promises.

What does it look like when Jesus sets the world right? In other words, what exactly are we anticipating?

God completing his plan with the world originally designed in man’s creation: dominion–a kingdom–ordered
according to the word and will of God; shaped after the pattern of heaven.

Kingdom work involved each individual and his relationship to everything else in creation, human and non-human.

Gen 1.28 - fruitfulness; involves the cultivation of relationships, first in his own family, then as family becomes
families, in societies governed by love and righteousness. This is “the cultural mandate.”

Cultures = relationships; shared life. This shared life in its totality is to be governed by the word of God.

Cultures are perverted through sin, conforming life to the word and life of the serpent.

Jesus came to build that kingdom–that culture–that God originally intended. Through death and resurrection is dealt
with the obstacles to the kingdom of sin and death, now he reigns with and in and through his church to bring this
culture to the created order.

Kingdom is not confined to private spirituality but how every relationship–families and other social institutions–are
ordered/governed.

The gospel of Advent and Christmas is the gospel that threatens to overturn the highest places of earthly authority
because to God’s Christ has been given all authority in heaven and on earth.

Past 300-400 years in Western Christianity we have been conditioned to privatize the Faith. There is a “secular”
space in which “religion” has no part. This is a subversion of the gospel of the kingdom.

“There is no ‘secular space’ that may legitimately be filled with the worship of golden calves and the pursuit of other
(false) gods. Christians must find themselves in the biblical story from start to finish, from top to bottom, if they are
to understand and give themselves properly to their cultural and political responsibilities in this age. For Christ is the
Alpha and the Omega of all things (Rev. 1:8). He is not a part-time God or a redeemer of the spirit only. Upon his
resurrection, Jesus declared to his disciples that all authority in heaven and on earth had been given to him (Matt.
28:18). The biblical story is not some kind of ancient background noise that fades away when the American story
begins. The biblical story catches up the whole of created reality, encompassing all that exists and all that humans
will ever be and do.” (James Skillen, The Good of Politics)

“In the New Testament, we do not find an essentially private gospel being applied to the public sphere, as if the
public implications of the gospel were a second story built on the private ground floor. The gospel is the
announcement of the Father’s formation, through His Son and the Spirit, of a new city–the city of God.” (Leithart,
Against Christianity, 16)

We’ve been “inculturated” to think of “religion” and “politics” as separate spheres that don’t overlap.

“What would an American Advent look like? What is the hope of the American Christian Advent? What is Christ
coming to do?” It is personal and escapist, private not public.

Our default position as Americans is to read the Scriptures through these cultural lenses. Not bad to be an American.
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(In fact, many good things.) But we have to see where our vision has been jaundiced by culture.

Nationalities and cultural distinctives aren’t bad per se. In fact, the way God created them they are good.

But any culture’s story that doesn’t have its conscious, deliberate conclusion in the consummation of the kingdom of
Christ, is telling the wrong story, no matter how much “religious jargon” is peppered throughout the culture.

What is our American story, and how does that story speak about the relationship between America and the church of
Jesus Christ? How are we shaped to think and live as Americans? How do we think of ourselves as the church?

Language - e.g., “medieval” or “dark ages” (500-1500); called such in reference to “the Enlightenment,” when men
came out of all of this “religious superstition” that characterized Christendom and began to be ruled by
“independent” human reason instead of revelation. The language (basic to culture) shapes our thinking.

Perfect storm: begin with the splitting of the Western Church in the Reformation. Though needed, the international
catholic church became more denominational and countries proclaimed their loyalties.

William Cavanaugh:  “Pre-sixteenth century Christendom assumed, at least in theory, that the civil and ecclesiastical
powers were different departments of the same body....” (“A Fire Strong Enough To Consume The House:” The
Wars of Religion and the Rise of the State. Modern Theology 11:4, October 1995, 399)

“Wars of Religion” - slanted language b/c “religion” was not thought of as it is today. Just as much wars based on
desires for power and protection as they are today. “Create” wars based on religion and the state can come in and be
the savior who will bring peace between the religions in society (much like ancient Rome).

Governments used opportunity to shake free from the church and subordinate and tame the church in its cultural
mission. Government would glean from “common principles of religions” to create “principled pluralism.”
 
Philosophical movement of the Enlightenment led by men such as John Locke, Thomas Hobbes, Voltaire, and Jean-
Jacques Rousseau. Human reason independent from divine revelation became “king,” creating “religion” and
“politics.” 

John Locke laid the foundation for the founders of our country in the Declaration of Independence & Constitution.
Locke believed that revelation couldn’t be established by reason, so “religion” was a matter of private opinion.
 
Governments structured so as to “tame” religious passions.

Richard John Neuhaus: “The problem with the Moral Majority is that “it wants to enter the political arena making
public claims on the basis of private truths,” that is, arguments, “derived from sources of revelation or disposition
that are essentially private and arbitrary.”

Proclaiming the gospel of the kingdom of Christ in a pluralistic society rings hollow to many because we are a
culture that doesn’t have a category in which to fit it. Religion is private, not public. 

Our “principled pluralism” is failing because the principles that we glean are rootless.

Threads in the grand narrative of our American story, the language we speak, the rituals we observe, the life we share
in America is not something that merely affects Washington D.C. or those big geo-political situations. These stories
and rituals have shaped all of us. 

1. Examine our thinking and way of living in relationship with the church and the world around us to see what
shows evidence that we are proclaiming or subverting the kingdom of Christ.


